Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs) are considered as tangible, low cost solution for underwater surveillance and exploration. Existing acoustic wave-based UWSN systems fail to meet the growing demand for fast data rates required in military operations, oil/gas exploration, and oceanographic data collection. Electromagnetic (EM) wave-based communication systems, on the other hand, have great potential for providing high speed data rates in such scenarios. This paper will (1) discuss the challenges faced in the utilization of EM waves for the design of tactical underwater surveillance systems and (2) evaluate several EM wave-based three-dimensional (3D) UWSN architectures differing in topologies and/or operation principles on the performance of localization and target tracking. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first of its kind in the field of underwater communications where underwater surveillance techniques for EM wave-based high speed UWSNs have been investigated. Thus, this will be a major step towards achieving future high speed UWSNs.
Introduction
In terms of underwater surveillance, Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs) are considered as a tangible, low cost solution [1, 2] . In these networks, sensor nodes are deployed at various depths in underwater and communicate with other networked floating nodes (e.g., buoys) on the surface and other communications equipment installed in maritime and airborne vehicles (e.g., ships, aircraft, and satellites) [3, 4] . Most of today's underwater surveillance systems are equipped with sonar-array based target tracking algorithms [5] [6] [7] [8] . Sonar arrays are based on acoustic wave technology since they are capable of providing long-range communications in underwater [9, 10] . Acoustic waves however result in poor performance in shallow water environments and have extremely low data rates [11] and therefore deemed impractical for on-demand real-time target tracking applications. Moreover, acoustic transmission is affected by multipath propagation, susceptibility to environmental noise, turbidity, salinity gradients, pressure gradients, and adverse impact on marine life. Therefore, electromagnetic (EM) transmissions have been considered as a better alternative for UWSNs [12] . Despite having a relatively shorter range, EM technology is a promising technology for UWSNs as they have the ability to provide much higher data rates than those achievable with acoustic waves in harsh environments with no direct path. This new breed of UWSNs can provide real-time deep-sea oil and gas explorations, military surveillance, search and rescue operations, and environmental monitoring. A comparison on the advantages and disadvantages of acoustic and EM wavebased communications is presented in Table 1 .
By and large, underwater surveillance systems used within a military context have three main characteristics. The three key characteristics are detection, identification, and tracking submerged targets (localization). Target detection is how the network identifies a potential target within its 2 Journal of Sensors Table 1 : Advantages, disadvantages, and challenges of underwater networking using acoustic and EM waves [12] [13] [14] .
Particulars
Acoustic vicinity. Target identification is the classification of the aforementioned target (i.e., submarines, divers, naval mines, sea animals, etc.). Once a potential target is identified, localization techniques are required for tracking of its movements. UWSN localization is a very challenging problem due to the unavailability of the Global Positioning System (GPS) underwater. Energy efficiency and access delay are two major constraints of any UWSN [13] [14] [15] . On the other hand, high throughput with low packet collisions is desirable for modern applications [12] . Fair resource allocation among multiple nodes is another critical factor for effective operation of UWSNs [10] . In addition, the sensor node topology (node distribution) and network architecture play a key role in the design process of these surveillance techniques [13] . For example, node distribution relates to how the sensor nodes are distributed with respect to the characteristics of a particular target, which also needs attention during the UWSN design process. Our motivation is driven by the fact that existing surveillance systems designed for terrestrial WSNs are inappropriate for EM-based UWSNs due to the fundamental differences between characteristics of the two mediums. Furthermore, due to the marked differences between the propagation characteristics of acoustic and EM waves, most existing underwater surveillance systems that are based on acoustic technology will not be applicable for EM wave-based communications. It is therefore extremely rare to find existing works on underwater surveillance systems for EM wave-based UWSNs. Thus, it is of utmost significance to divert considerable research effort in developing underwater surveillance systems suitable for EM wave-based high speed UWNSs, which is the foremost objective of this paper. This paper investigates (1) the opportunities and challenges of using EM wave-based UWSNs supporting high speed data transmissions with a particular focus on the design of suitable tactical underwater surveillance systems and (2) evaluates several EM wave-based threedimensional (3D) UWSN architectures on the performance of localization and target tracking. To the best of our knowledge, development of appropriate underwater surveillance techniques for EM wave-based high speed UWSNs will be the first of its kind in the field of underwater communications.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Next we present a literature review that discussed the challenges encountered in the design of underwater surveillance system with particular emphasis to UWSNs. Followed by this we present the system design considerations that need attention for such a design. Next we introduce the EM wave-based three-dimensional UWSN architectures for localization and target tracking followed by a discussion and conclusion.
Underwater Surveillance Systems and Challenges
Approximately 70% of the surface of the earth is covered by water. Further 97% of the aforementioned is seawater [16] . Due to the lack of efficient underwater information collecting networks, this vast area of underwater world, which is in abundance of extremely rich natural resources, has hardly been explored. Furthermore, military and political tensions between nations also call for efficient underwater surveillance systems for maritime boundary protection [16] . Issues to be considered with surveillance systems are target detection, localization, classification, and tracking. Traditionally, sonararray based systems were used for underwater target tracking.
As a result, a number of sonar-array systems have been designed for this purpose [9, [16] [17] [18] . When sonar-array equipment is submerged and dragged by some sort of vessels (e.g., ship and submarine), they become unsuitable for ondemand tracking missions [19, 20] . Further, if the platform, which it tows, breaks down, the entire system fails [21, 22] .
WSNs for Underwater Surveillance.
In order to avoid the issues of sonar-array based target tracking mechanisms, UWSNs have been proposed as an alternative solution. In terms of underwater target tracking, UWSNs seem to offer a promising approach. Low cost, rapid deployment, selforganization, and fault tolerance are the main advantages of UWSNs [23] . As a result, there has been growing interest in research and development in using UWSN as a tangible, low cost solution [13] . UWSNs typically include a large number of intercommunicating underwater devices such as sensors, buoys, gateways, sinks, anchors, and autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), which are coordinated for carrying out certain tasks in a collaborative manner. Such networks are often integrated with water surface sinks and stations, submarines, satellite networks, aviation systems, and onshore base stations (sinks) enabling extended functionalities [15, 16] . FORCEnet project of US Navy, as illustrated in Figure 1 , is one example of such systems, where an artist's conception of their system can be found in [2] .
Acoustic UWSN Based Surveillance
Techniques. Some effort has been made for acoustic wave-based UWSN based underwater target tracking. For example, location estimation is discussed in [24] . To detect underwater target size, a maximum likelihood estimation algorithm is proposed in [25] but, however, lacks a tracking mechanism. In [26] , two tracking schemes based on the distributed particle filter have been proposed for cluster based UWSNs. The biggest downside of these tracking schemes is that they only considered two dimensions. This imposes severe limitations for applications. In response to the above, a 3D target tracking scheme with the combination of interacting multiple models is designed to solve the nonlinear and manoeuvring problems [27] . However, this scheme does not consider the energy consumption problem, which is also a limitation for practical applications. In response, Isik and Akan designed a 3D target tracking solution [28] . The arrival time of these echo messages coming from the target is used for determining the distance from the sensor to the target. Then trilateration is utilized to calculate target's position. Node's position and the above velocity will then be used for tracking the underwater subject. In [29] , the waking-up sleep mechanism is utilized to save energy consumption. Despite the aforementioned advances, all of these are based on acoustic UWSNs. Current underwater acoustic communications technologies suffer from serious challenges such as susceptibility to environmental noise and require expensive signal processing to deal with the multipath acoustic channel [30] .
Motivations for EM-Based UWSN Surveillance Techniques.
As discussed in Table 1 , due to the behaviour of acoustic waves under water, it can be justified that acoustic UWSNs are inappropriate for most modern day underwater applications. Further, an extensive survey conducted by the authors has indicated that there is no complete published works on underwater surveillance systems specifically designed for EM-based UWSNs. Due to aforementioned drawbacks of current underwater acoustic communication technologies, very recent works have proposed EM-based UWSNs as a cost-effective and reliable way forward [12] .
To further justify, the advantages of EM waves over acoustic waves for UWSNs could be stated as follows. Firstly, the relatively higher channel bandwidth and data rates (up to 100 Mbps) of EM UWSNs are a clear benefit over relatively lower bandwidth and data rates of acoustic UWSNs (up to 20 kbps). Secondly, the relatively higher propagation speeds would give the EM UWSNs the capabilities such as fast detection, instantaneous tracking, and quick countermeasuring. Thirdly, unlike acoustic UWSNs, EM UWSNs are unaffected by temperature, salinity, turbidity, pressure gradients, and wind speed of the sea. Further, EM UWSNs are highly susceptible to various sources of acoustic noise (e.g., marine life at the seabed and wind speed). In addition, EM UWSNs outperform acoustic UWSNs with its capabilities of nonline of sight operation (e.g., unaffected by aeration and sediments at the seabed). Moreover, EM wave suffers less attenuation in shallow water enabling longer range UWSNs, whereas the seeming drawback of higher attenuation of EM wave in deep water can be exploited in a beneficial way for multiuser parallel data transmission enabling localized communications in UWSNs. Further, the relatively lower cost of RF nodes will further add to the aforementioned reliability making EM UWSNs a clear winner. Lastly, EM UWSNs have no known impact on the marine life and ecosystem.
Nevertheless, the biggest challenge of using EM-based radios underwater is its limited communication range due to high attenuation in water. Therefore, a relatively short communication range and a relatively large number of nodes are required to provide connectivity across large areas. Consequently, optimal node placement algorithms have to be developed. Nevertheless, since the cost of EM-based radios is significantly lower than that of acoustic-based radios, the cost of high density EM-based WSNS should not be an issue. On the other hand, because of the fundamental differences between propagation characteristics of EM wave on terrestrial and underwater channels as well as the topological differences of wireless sensor networks, it is apparent that the surveillance protocols designed for terrestrial WSNs will not operate effectively in underwater environment. Similarly, the absolute differences in generation, propagation, and detection of acoustic and EM waves clearly rule out the appropriateness of the existing acoustic surveillance techniques from being used in EM UWSNs. Some of the challenges, other than those inherent properties, which cannot be compensated by developing sophisticated schemes, of underwater communications for both acoustic and EM waves are also summarized in Table 1 .
System Design Considerations
According to our comprehensive literature survey, we have found out considerable research challenges such as EM wave propagation behaviour in underwater environments, underwater channel models, physical and chemical properties of the underwater environment, water dynamics, geological distribution of seabed, and other factors influencing the UWSN performance [12] [13] [14] . Knowledge on these underwater propagation characteristics of EM waves can be directly used in the development process. Therefore, the new challenges identified in this paper are novel surveillance techniques for underwater EM-based UWSNs and the formulation of analytical models as well as development of simulation platforms for evaluating the performance of the proposed techniques. Other challenges identified are theoretical analysis to investigate the performance of the proposed surveillance technique and algorithms. Simulation tools including MATLAB, NS2, and OPNET can be used to verify the theoretical analysis results. Aqua-Sim, an NS2 based network simulator specifically designed for UWSNs by the University of Connecticut, can also be used for performance evaluation [31] .
Node Topology Design Considerations.
Node topology has a great effect on the performance of any acoustic UWSNs [32, 33] . Thus, it can be inferred that underwater node/target localization as well as target tracking performance with EM communication will also be highly dependent on the node topology. Firstly, the design objectives of UWSN node topologies for mobile UWSNs would greatly differ between non-time-critical long-term (say, aquatic species monitoring) and time-critical short-term (say, submarine detection) applications. Secondly, if the deployed field is not under the designer's control or random deployment of the sensors is more feasible, stochastic deployment may be preferred [34] . In the latter case, an optimization problem on sensor deployment needs to be formulated to provide sufficient grid coverage of the sensor field such that maximum coverage may be achieved.
Due to the ocean current, UWSN nodes may move at speeds up to six kilometres an hour in a typical underwater scenario [3] . Hence, unlike most terrestrial sensor networks, where sensor nodes are mostly static, most sensor nodes placed underwater have slow to medium mobility. Consequently, any surveillance techniques designed by ignoring the mobility of sensor nodes may perform suboptimally when directly integrated into mobile UWSNs. It is important to note that the mobility models must be developed. This is due to the fact that the node mobility pattern in an UWSN is completely different from those usually considered in the above ground wireless sensor networks literature. The new mobility models have to be 3D in nature because of the cyclic or irregular patterns in forward and backward ways of ocean waves, as illustrated in Figure 2 , something that is not the case in terrestrial networks.
Finally, the optimal architecture has to be of distributed types that takes the node depth into consideration with respect to the surface buoys. This way, the 3D coverage of the UWSN can be guaranteed. Therefore, the solutions should use adaptive node topology capable of adjusting the depth of sensor nodes in the event they drift by currents, winds, and so on.
Target Detection Considerations.
Target detection deals with how the network detects or recognizes the presence of a mobile target in the proximity. As per the literature, a number of efforts have been made for underwater target detection, where most mechanisms have been based on the classical Doppler equation [35] . The primary motive behind using Doppler equation based techniques is due to the fact that most UWSNs were based on acoustic wave-based sensors. Further, the accuracy of the Doppler equation can only be guaranteed when the target moves to or from the listener, which means that there is a degree of inaccuracy involved in this method. Also, the node placement and the target characteristics must be known, which cannot be done for an underwater stochastically deployed environment. Therefore, due to the previously mentioned deficiencies of acoustic wave-based systems there are a number of prospects in using EM-based UWSNs.
In the case of stochastically deployed EM-based UWSNs, target detection can be achieved probabilistically. By the evaluation of the detection probability of at least sensors, the success of the target detection can be measured [34] . However, in more realistic scenarios, a sensor needs to collect multiple samples of the target before it can perform reliable detection [36, 37] . Hence, a sensor must sample the target for at least units of time, before can reliably determine the presence of . The most important point to be considered is that, since [34] [35] [36] [37] are aboveground scenarios, underwater propagation characteristics of EM waves have to be taken into consideration in the development process.
Target Classification Considerations.
Classification deals with how the network classifies the target type. Under this method, a classification-based data mining scheme can be implemented, where the system can classify the submerged targets as submarines, mines, divers, and sea animals. This is achieved with a combination of sensors based on radiation, mechanical, magnetic, thermal, and chemical signaling. In this particular case, the method that can be used for classification of targets is decision trees. The reason behind choosing decision trees is due to its fast executing, scalability, and ease of interpreting characteristics [38] . In order to use collaborative computing, classification-based data mining combined with the previous decision tree to detect and classify a target can be used. Each target type can be studied for defining the possible set of data values that a sensor could be measuring in the vicinity of a target. Next the challenge of preparation of the aforementioned data set for a classification mining based detection algorithm is involved.
Target Tracking Considerations.
Once a target has been detected and classified, localization deals with sustained target tracking. As mentioned under Node Topology Design Considerations, a distributed tracking architecture is the preferred choice for UWSNs. In a potential distributed tacking architecture, the processing node must be chosen near the target and a subset of sensors in its vicinity are chosen as sensor data collection nodes. The moving target tracking problem can be handled as a multisensor data fusion problem. Under this, measurements from various sensors are combined and pull all information together as one coherent structure. Interacting multiple model (IMM) filters in this collaborative manoeuvring target tracking problem can also be used. Based on the received data, the IMM filter is capable of achieving its movement detection functionality by updating the mode probabilities making it advantageous over simpler estimators like Kalman filter [39] . Next the distributed IMM filter is used for estimating states of a target on a given sensor platform (assuming the target moves along a variety of trajectories). The distributed IMM filter then can combine different models as per the target's motion characteristics such that it will adapt to any change of trajectory and then the probability for each model can be calculated. Finally the complete target tracking model can be combined with an adaptive sensor selection scheme and an appropriate sleep/wake model for ensuring improved estimation and energy-efficient performance.
EM Wave-Based Three-Dimensional UWSN Architectures for Localization and Target Tracking

Basic Network Layout.
We consider a 3D target surveillance area of dimension × × , where , , and are the length of the surveillance area along the -, -, and -axis, respectively. For the convenience, we assume a plane seabed. The -plane of the area is assumed parallel to the seabed and the -axis is along the depth of the sea. We propose grid-based network topologies by dividing the entire network into = /Δ , = /Δ , and = /Δ segments along the three axes respectively, where Δ , Δ , and Δ are the corresponding segment lengths. The proposed UWSN topologies consist of two basic elements: the elementary nodes (ENs) which are essentially sensor nodes and the cluster heads (CHs). The general view of the overall target detection and tracking scheme as illustrated in Figure 3 consists of a UWSN, a surface sink (SS), and a ground base station (BS). When a target enters the surveillance area, some ENs sense the presence of the target and broadcast their location information to the surrounding CHs using EM wave. Upon receiving EM signal from ENs, nearby CHs collect different information and then forward the selected information to the respective CHs of immediate upper layer and so on. The information is subsequently routed to the CH nearest to the SS and finally to the SS. The SS then transmits the gathered information to the ground BS for processing and estimating the location and travelling path of the target. All the links including EN-CH, CH-CH, CH-SS, and SS-BS are proposed to be EM wave-based.
Architectures. Under the proposed architectures, ENs
and CHs are arranged in three different formations in 3D space evolving to three distinct basic building blocks of the UWSN. The basic building blocks of the topologies are repeated in 3D space to form the entire UWSNs covering the surveillance area of dimension × × . The resulting three UWSNs using three distinct topologies are shown in Figures 4-6 . The basic building block is shown only in Figure 4 , which can similarly be drawn for the networks in Figures 5 and 6 . Now, based on these three distinct node topologies and different location estimation algorithms, we propose five different architectures denoted as A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A 5 as presented below.
Architectures A 1 and A 2 .
The topology of the architectures A 1 and A 2 are same. However, the location estimation principles have significant difference. As shown in Figure 4(a) , ENs are placed at all the eight vertices of a rectangular cuboid of dimension Δ ×Δ ×Δ . Thus, the entire UWSN is formed by placing ENs every Δ , Δ , and Δ distance along -, -, and -axis, respectively. On the other hand, one CH is placed at the centre of each cuboid. The UWSN thus has eight ENs surrounding each CH and vice versa. Thus the total number of CHs, CH and ENs, EN can be written as CH = and EN = ( + 1)( + 1)( + 1). Now, for architecture A 1 , we assume that each CH knows its own 3D coordinate. When an EN senses the presence of a target, it alerts the surrounding CHs by transmitting signal using EM wave. When a CH receives this EM signal with a power above a certain threshold th , it transmits its 3D coordinate to the immediate upper CH using EM wave. Through this flow of location data from one layer of CHs to those of the upper layers, the coordinates of the CHs nearest to the sensing ENs are known to the BS. Then the ground BS estimates the 3D coordinate ( est , est , est ) of the target as follows:
where ( , , ) is the 3D coordinate of the th CH and is the number of CHs from which the ground BS has received information.
On the other hand, architecture A 2 utilizes both the location information of the CHs sending the target presence information to the ground BS as well as the EM signal power strength received from the surrounding ENs. The first step of estimating the target location is similar to architecture A 1 . Thus, an initial estimate of the 3D target location denoted by ( int , int , int ) is evaluated using (1). Then, by using the information of the received power at CHs from the surrounding ENs, the initially estimated location ( int , int , int ) is finetuned to achieve a new coordinate, which can be given by
where is the actual EM power received at th CH; max and int are the received power at th CH if ENs were located at the location of CH and ( int , int , int ), respectively. All the values of power used in (2) are given in dBm. Equation (2) is developed based on the fact that if we ignore fading, then the received power expressed in dBm decreases linearly with distance between the transmitter and the receiver. Here ⌈ ⌉ implies the ceiling operation and is equal to the smallest integer equal to or greater than . Now, similar to architecture A 1 , architecture A 3 estimates the 3D location of a target from the location of the active CHs by using (1) . On the other hand, although the topology of architecture A 5 is the same as that of A 3 , A 5 integrates additional feature into the CHs. It is assumed that each CH is equipped with eight directional receivers directed to the eight ENs surrounding it. So when a CH receives signal from surrounding ENs, it sorts out the strongest EM signal and the location of the corresponding EN from which the signal is received. Unlike A 1 -A 3 , instead of its own location, a CH then transmits the location of this EN of the strongest EM signal to the CH of its upper layer and so on until it is received by the BS. The BS then estimates the location of the target using (1) replacing , , and by the coordinate of th EN contributing the strongest EM signal. 4 . In the topology of architecture A 4 as shown in Figure 6 , though the placement of ENs is the same as all other architectures, CHs are positioned in a very different way. Instead of placing CHs at the centre of cuboids, they are deployed on the -planes at the centre of four coplanar ENs. Thus, ENs are placed at regular intervals of 2Δ , 2Δ , and Δ distance along -, -, and -axis, respectively, as shown in the figure. Hence, CH = ⌈ /2⌉⌈ /2⌉( +1) and EN is same as that of the previous architectures. Furthermore, each CH is equipped with four directional receivers directed to the four coplanar ENs surrounding it for determining the EN from which the strongest EM signal is received. Similar to architecture A 5 , the coordinate of the corresponding EN of the strongest EM signal is subsequently received by the BS and then used to estimate the location of target using (1). Here, ( , , ) is once again the coordinate of th EN contributing the strongest EM signal. For the clarity, Table 2 summarizes the key features of the proposed underwater target detection and tracking architectures. . If ( , , ) is the actual location of a target, then the absolute distance between the actual and the estimated location becomes a metric for location estimation error and can be given by
Architectures
Architecture A
Performance Metrics
Error in Location Estimation
Then the normalized mean square error (NMSE) of location estimation defined as the mean of 2 normalized by the square of the minimum distance between two ENs can be given by
where is the location estimation error of th simulations and is the number of Monte Carlo simulations.
Error in Estimated Distance
Travelled. If ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) and ( 2 , 2 , 2 ) are two different subsequent actual locations of a moving target and if the corresponding estimated locations of the target are ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) and ( 2 , 2 , 2 ), then the actual and the estimated travelled distance denoted by and can be calculated as
Then the NMSE of the estimated travelled distance can be defined as
where , and , are the actual and the estimated travelled distance respectively of th simulations.
Error in Travelled Direction
Estimation. Error in estimated horizontal direction of travelling denoted as and error in estimated vertical direction of travelling denoted as can be defined as follows:
) .
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Then the root mean square error (RMSE) in the estimated direction of travelling can be defined as
Propagation Delay.
Propagation delay of a communication system can be evaluated by dividing the total distance a signal travel with the propagation speed of the signal. The propagation speed of EM wave in underwater environment can be represented by the following equation [12] :
where is the transmission frequency in Hz and is the conductivity of water in S/m. Typical value for = 0.01 S/m for fresh water, which is much higher for seawater due to the higher salinity [12] . On the other hand, speed of acoustic signal in water can be approximately taken equal to 1,500 m/s [12] .
Performance Evaluation.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed target detection and tracking architectures using MATLAB based Monte Carlo simulation platform. The results presented in this section are obtained through averaging over = 10,000 independent simulations. Performance evaluations are carried out considering only the underwater part of the complete surveillance system, which implies that any information reaching the SS will reach the ground BS as well. The parameters used for the simulations are chosen in reference to various references of RF based underwater communications [12, [40] [41] [42] . Without losing the generality, a 3D UWSN with = = = and Δ = Δ = Δ = Δ is considered for simulations. An underwater EM wave propagation model with path loss 20 × (log 10 ) × 2 × √( × × 10 −7 ) dB/m and shadow fading is used [12] . Shadow fading is modeled as log-normally distributed random variable with a mean and standard deviation equal to 0 dB and dB, respectively. Conductivity = 4 S/m is used for emulating a typical salty sea water environment [12, 40] . Transmission frequency equal to 6 kHz and 3 kHz is used for ENs and CHs, respectively [12, 41] . On the other hand, transmit power of EN and CH is assumed equal to 100 mW and 1 W, respectively [42] . Unless otherwise stated, a network with = 400 m, Δ = 20 m, and th = −60 dBm is considered for the simulations. Figure 7 compares the architectures in terms of the number of CHs per EN considering an infinitely long UWSN with an infinitely large number of segments along the three axes. The ratios will be smaller for smaller sized networks and thus the figure represents the maximum network size (630 m for th = −90 dBm and 475 m for th = −60 dBm) compared to the other architectures up to which shadow fading does not degrade the received power by the network nodes to a value lower than th . Finally, it can readily be identified that the architecture A 3 has the worst accuracy, which is primarily due to the sparse location of CHs, whereas the best accuracy is achieved for A 2 . It is also evident that with much fewer CHs, A 4 and A 5 have improved performance than that of A 1 . The reason behind this better accuracy is the use of directional antennas integrated in the CHs and the position estimations from the locations of ENs. However, this additional feature may increase the size, computational complexity, and energy consumption in CHs. On the other hand, despite the use of the same topology, the better accuracy of A 2 compared to that of A 1 is directly attributed to the further fine-tuning of the initially estimated location using the information of received power. Thus it can be inferred that if the information of received power is utilized, the accuracy of A 4 and A 5 would be significantly improved, which can be further investigated.
Hardware Requirement.
Accuracy in Tracking Objects.
On the other hand, for demonstrating the performance of the proposed architectures in tracking moving targets, a sample path of the intruder and the corresponding tracked path by A 2 and A 3 under no fading environment are illustrated in Figures 9(a)-9(b) . From the visual inspection, it is clear that architecture A 2 has better accuracy than that of A 3 in tracking the path of the target, which is also supported by Figures 8(a)-8(b) . On the other hand, the NMSE of the estimated travelled path and the RMSE of the angles in the and planes with and without shadow fading are illustrated in Figure 10 . For understanding the impact of shadow fading, the network is configured using = 900 m (correspondingly Δ = 45 m). The figure does not include the results of A 3 and A 5 as 900 m is well above the feasible network size of these two architectures. A detection threshold th = −60 dBm is considered for the simulations. From the figure, A 2 is found to have the best accuracy in both estimating travelled distance and the travelled direction as evident from the plot of NMSE and RMSE, respectively, which is also supported by Figure 8 . Shadow fading can significantly reduce the accuracy in travelled distance estimation as evident from Figure 10 It is clearly seen that the propagation delay for EM wave-based system is of several orders of magnitude smaller than that in an acoustic wavebased one leading to fast intruder detection. The reason behind this significantly lower navigation delay of EM-based system is the fundamental characteristic of high propagation speed of EM waves compared to that of acoustic waves.
Nodes Mobility.
For evaluating the performance of the proposed architectures, we have considered that the nodes are static with respect to each other. If we consider the relative displacement of nodes at their positions, accuracy of the proposed architectures will degrade and maximum allowable network size will decrease. That is, the performance will be affected in a similar way of shadow fading. Nevertheless, the proposed algorithms are equally applicable for mobile node scenario as well. It is worthwhile to mention that the proposed architectures with fixed node positions are also suitable for many practical applications where nodes mobility can be ignored and the relative displacement of the nodes are negligible. Such applications include 3D fence around sea beaches for detecting and tracking sharks, seaports and harbor for surveillance, offshore gas rigs, a moving grid, or fence fixed with a moving vessel. However, mobility of networking nodes is a critical issue for underwater networking, which depends on many factors including the water current patterns, moving ships and vessels, and movement of underwater objects (e.g., fish, AUV, and submarines). Advanced techniques can be integrated with the proposed systems for overcoming performance degradation due to node mobility, which is left for future works.
Conclusions
There is a great demand for highly sophisticated yet economically viable solutions for underwater surveillance and exploration of maritime resources. In terms of underwater target tracking, UWSNs are considered as a tangible, low cost solution. Existing acoustic wave-based UWSN systems fail to meet today's growing demand for fast response and higher data rates. EM wave-based communication systems on the other hand have great potential for providing such requirements. This paper investigates the challenges of using EM wave-based UWSNs and evaluates several EM wave-based UWSN architectures on the performance of localization and target tracking. For nations that border the ocean, the need for faster and smarter underwater communication networks becomes even more critical. For instance, from industry, military, scientific, and environmental points of view, it is extremely vital to have fast, robust, scalable, and adaptive underwater communications. In our future works, we will focus on developing efficient node deployment strategies with different objectives for EM wave-based UWSNs for underwater target localization and tracking. These strategies will integrate sophisticated techniques for improving network robustness with mobile nodes, multipath propagation, and water dynamics.
